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ABSTRACT

Motion of electrons through gases when electric Seld and pressure are
such that coBisions are elastic. '—For electron speeds below a critical value
characteristic of each gas, the collisions with molecules are probably as between
elastic spheres, since neither ionization nor radiation is produced. The
average fraction of its energy lost im elgstic collision with a molecule of mass
M, by an electron of mass m, is f=2(m/3f) (1—Q/U), where Q and U are the
average kinetic energies of molecules and electrons. But while, if U&Q, the
electrons lose energy at collisions, they gain energy from the field between
collisions, so the kinetic energy tends to increase or decrease to a terminal
energy. Assuming Langevin's equation for mobility, we find Uj (in volts)
=.&6 El/Qf where El is the product of field strength and mean free path.
In the case of plane parallel electrodes the number of collisions per cm and
also the ratio of the speed at any point to the terminal speed, are both found
to be independent of the field strength. In the case of a straight filament
cathode surrounded by a coaxial cylindrical anode, the electrons may
acquire their maximum speed near the cathode and subsequently lose speed
while approaching the anode, their speed being greater than the terminal speed
for this region. Curves are given for various cases. Substituting the value of
terminal speed in Langevin's equation leads to the following expression for
electro' mobility: p, =0.815l+(&e/m) j['Q+(Q'/4+%')~jl where the energy
due to the field is eg =leg/1. 506+f. This expression is somewhat similar
to that given by I.oeb (corrected for numerical error) but leads to values
0 to 10 per cent higher. %hen the collisions are inelastic the mobility is
shown to be greater.

0 a certain degree of approximation, which varies with conditions,
collisions of electrons with gas molecules may be regarded as if be-

tween elastic spheres, provided the relative velocities do not exceed
a value characteristic of the particular gas. The motions of such elec-
trons in gases may then be treated by the ordinary methods of the
Kinetic Theory of Gases. For many practical purposes such a treat-
ment is sufficiently accurate. In this paper are presented some char-
acteristics of electron motions in a gas in an electric held, with some
applications to experimental results and a discussion of the conditions
in which the method is inapplicable. We shall consider principally
cases in which the gas pressure is sufficiently large, in comparison with
the electric field, to make the average speed gained between successive
collisions small compared with the total speed.

Consider first electrons each of charge e, mass m, speed v, moving
with a mean free path 3 in a gas under the inHuence of an electric field K
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If the speed gained between successive collisions is small compared with
the total speed U, all directions of motion are statistically equally proba-
ble after an impact and the average distance advanced during each
interval between collisions is

s= 2at2= -', (eE/m-) (l/v)',
where a =eE/m is the acceleration and l/v is the mean free time t.

The mean rate of advance of the electrons, which may be written as
the mobility p multiplied by the electric field E, is

pE =s/t = ', eEl/m—v.

Hence the electron mobility is
p= ,'el/mu. -

This simple relation is inaccurate for several reasons. The effect
of a distribution of free paths and of speeds cannot be averaged simply by
use of average values of paths and speeds, and the dynamical effect of
the collisions is such as to make the average initial speed after a collision
different from zero. Townsend' gives an approximate treatment of the
kinematical correction, which is more thoroughly treated by Lorentz 2

Maxwell' considered the dynamical correction but not the complete
kinematical one, while Langevin' and Lenard' considered both. Lange-
vin's equation for p may be written

m+M
M

3+(3') el

8+2 mc

where c is the square root of the mean square speed and 3II is the mass of a
molecule. A critical discussion of these equations is given by Mayer.

Boltzmann" and Langevin showed that the electrons acquire a Max-
well's distribution of speeds about their mean velocity of drift, so that
c=1.086 v. Since m is very small compared with 3f, we may write (l)

@=0.75 el/mu, (2)
in which the factor 0,75 differs from that quoted by Townsend, 0.815,
because of our substitution of U for c.

Pidduck has recently shown that the electrons do not acquire exactly
a Maxwell distribution of speeds, and that the departure from such a
distribution may increase the numerical factor by about eleven per cent.

' Townsend, Electricity in Gases, p. 83
' Lorentz, Theory of Electrons, p. 68
' Maxwell, Scientific Papers, 1, 398, 1890
4 Langevin, Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. , (8), 5, 245, 1905
' Lenard, Ann. der Phys. 00, 329, 1920
' Mayer, Jahr. Radioakt. Elek. 18, 201, 1922
7 Boltzmann, Gastheorie, vol. 1, p. 114
' Pidduck, Proc. London Math. Soc. 15) 89 1916
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In the following treatment, we shall neglect this departure and assume
the correctness of equations (1) and (2).

Since IJE is the average distance advanced in the direction of the
electric field in a second, and u/l is the average number of collisions made

during the same time,
s=lpE/u=0. 75 PeE/mu'

is the average advance between successive collisions. If we put u'=
0.849 c', as in a Maxwell's distribution, and e U=-,'mc', we obtain

s =0.441 PE/U (4)
Thus the average number of collisions 1/s made while advancing unit
distance varies inversely as P and hence directly as the square of the gas
pressure P.

If v is the number of electrons per unit volume, the current density

j of electrons is

j= uepE =0.'ISleiEu/mu

and the density of negative space charge p is

p = ue =j m u/0. 75 leE.

NUMaER OF COI.I.ISIONS MADE mHII. E ADVANCING A

DISTANCE FROM THE CATHODE

Consider first electrons emitted with negligible speed from a plane
cathode and drawn through a gas toward a plane parallel anode. The
total average number of collisions per electron in distance d is

—dx= Ex dx d'=1.134-. (&)
s 0.441 PE P

This differs by the factor 1.134 from a similar expression derived by
Hertz. '

If the electrons are emitted from a cylinder of radius r„such as a wire
61ament, and are drawn toward a coaxial cylindrical anode, the average
number of collisions made by an electron while attaining a distance r

from the axis is

U r rdr= log —dr
0.441' 0.441P r,

since, if &r is the charge per unit length of the cathode, E=2e/r and
U= J'Edr=2olog r/r, This integral g. ives

9 Hertz, Physics, 2, 15, 1922
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This reduces, of course, to Eq. (7) if r=r, +d, where d is small compared
with s„ i.e, , when the distance from the cathode is so small compared
with its radius that it can be considered as a plane surface.

Eqs. (7) and (8) are inaccurate in that they assume no loss ot' energy

by the electrons as they advance through the field. Such losses actually

exist, for even if the collisions are perfectly elastic, some momentum is

transferred to the molecules at each impact. At high gas pressures these

energy losses, though individually very small, are in the aggregate quite

large and limit the speed which the electrons attain in any given held.

The consequences of these energy losses are considered in the following

two sections.

ENERGY LOSSES AT COLLISIONS

If an electron collides with a molecule, initially at rest, . and is thereby

deHected through an angle q with a change in speed from v to v&, the

vj molecule receives a velocity co& in
E

the direction 0. Assuming perfect
elasticity (as for electron impacts
below the critical speed for in-

N elastic impacts) we have the re-

lations
Flg. 1

MQl et

mv+mv~ cos p=Mco& cos 8

mv& sin p = Mco& sin 0
-'mv' —-'mv '= —'Mar '

from which

~ mv' ——,'mv~' Mm
Je= =4 cos'0

—',mv' (M+m)'
gives the fraction of its energy lost by the electron at the collision. Actu-

ally electrons may strike the molecule at any angle 8 between 0 and m/2,

and the average fraction of the energy lost is
m'/g

=1 Mmf= — fg 2~ sin 8 cos 0 d0=2
(M+m)'

Since M is much larger than m, we may put

f= 2m/M. (9)
We have assumed, thus far, that the molecules are initially at rest.

Ke may take into account the effect of initial molecular velocities by
averaging the effects of two types of collisions, between electrons and

molecules moving in opposite directions with average speeds c and co

and between those moving in the same direction. Out of N collisions,
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there are 2Iif(c+-ie)/c of the first type, resulting in an average energy
loss equal to 3II[(m/3II)'c'+(m/M)cie], and —,'X(c —ie)/c collisions of the
second type, with an average energy loss equal to 3II[( m/M )' c' —(m/M)ca&].
We can therefore obtain the total loss of energy by the electrons in
all N collisions, and thus the average loss per collision. When this is
divided by the average energy before collision we obtain. '

f=']™——
)
=2—

]
1 ——[. (10)

qM c') M & U)

If the speed c of the electrons is less than that which would make them
in thermal equilibrium with the gas, f is negative and the electrons gain
energy at encounters, on the average. If, as is the case in an electric
field, their mean kinetic energy exceeds that of the gas molecules, they
lose energy at collisions. Eq. (9) may be used with sufhcient accuracy
except under conditions, such as high gas pressures and small fields, in
which the mean energy of the electrons is not much greater than that of
the molecules.

Eq. (9) has been experimentally verified for helium and it is shown in a
later paper that it is probably true for impacts in nitrogen and hydrogen.
We may assume it to be correct for impacts of electrons with monatomic
molecules at speeds below their minimum radiating speeds, and for at
least some multiatomic molecules under similar conditions.

TERMINAL SPEEDS

In advancing a distance dx in a field 8 each electron gains energy eEdx,
and loses an average of feU at each of the dx/s intervening collisions.
The net gain of energy per electron is

ed U = e(E fU/s)dx-
Substituting for f and s from (10) and (4), we have

d U/dx =E—4.536 m U(U —0)/PME (.11)
The terminal speed of steady drift is found by solving this equation

for U when dU/dx=0, giving

n2 PME~—+
4 4 536m

(12)

in equivalent potential drop. In terms of average speed, since —,'mc'=e U
and c = 1.086 U, and the mean energy eQ of the molecules is given in terms
of absolute temperature by aT,..~(.r+'~

)
. (13)1.086+m - t 1.134 m)

"Benade and Compton, Phys. Rev. 9, 187, 1918
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In most practical cases, 0 or O,T are so small compared with the other
terms that they can be neglected. This is equivalent to using Eq. (9)
in place of Eq. (10) for f In. such cases Eqs. (12) s.nd (13) for terminal

speed reduce to

U]= (14)' 213 m

ug =0.891(— (15)
Km mi'

We may obtain an approximate idea of the magnitudes of these
terminal speeds under various conditions by putting the mean free path
/=4+2. L, where I. is the mean free path of a gas molecule. This rela-

tion is known to be approximately correct, although there are deviations
from it„which will be discussed in a later paper. From Table I the ter-
minal energies in equivalent volts may easily be computed for various

6elds and gas pressures in the case of some common gases.

TAm. E I
Terminal energies in various gases

l1=electronic free path at 1 mm pressure and 20'C.
Vj =A Ejp, vrhere 8 is in volts/cm and p in mm.

He
A
Hg
Ng
CO,
Hg

Q(3f/m}

85.9
271.5
60.8

227.4
285.0
608.0

l1(cm)

.1313

.0461

.0842

.0435

.0290

.0135

U, (volts)

5.308/P
5.86
2.40
4.65
3.88
3.85

These values of IT, are meaningless (1) if 8 and p are so chosen as to
make U& comparable with the mean energy of thermal agitation 0=
0.03/2 volts, in which case Eq. (12) must be used in place of Eq. (14);
(2) if Z and p are so chosen as to make U, comparable with the critical

energy at which electron impacts become inelastic. Between these

values Table I should be approximately correct.
When in this terminal state of speed, the average number of collisions

made per centimeter advance is given by Eqs. (4) and (14) as

1.065 3f ((6)
s l m

MEAN ENERGY OF ELECTRONS AT ANY DISTANCE FROM CATHODE

(a) Plane parallel electrodes. The rate of gain of energy at any point

is given by Eq. (11). Putting
4.5M ra/t2M=4. 536 p'm/tpM=a' (12)
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and integrating from U=O at the cathode x=0 to U= U at the distance
x =x from the cathode, we find the mean energy at distance x to be

2am+(1/a2+Q~x/4E2)
U=-,'a+8 (18)

2a2+(1/am+ Qsx/4Z')

(21)

If the field E =0, this reduces to U= 0, i.e. , the energy of the electrons
is simply that of thermal agitation. If the'energy due to the field is so
large that 0 may be neglected, Eq. (18) becomes

2'
U=— (19)

2aÃ+ 1

which is identical, except for a small correction in the value of a, with
an equation previously derived. " When x is very large, U approaches
the terminal value f/&

——Z/a, which is identical with Eq. (14).
The mean energies of the electrons at any distance from the cathode

for various values of field and gas pressure with different gases are shown
in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 gives Uas a function of x for various fields and
values of a, and Fig. 3 indicates the type of gas and its pressure corre-
sponding to any value of a.

The average number of collisions made while going a distance x from
the cathode is given by (4) as

—dx=1 U
dx.

s 0.441 PE
If we substitute for U from Eq. (18) and integrate we obtain the correct
number of collisions. If we substitute from Eq. (19) we get a number
which is quite accurate except in very weak fields. From Fq. (19) we
find readily that

K= (M/4rN) [Iog (2+r "*+a"*)—log 4]. (20)
This equation reduces to X=O if x=0. If x is very large X approaches
x times the value of 1/s given by Eq. (16) for the case of terminal speed.
If energy losses are negligible, which means M/nz has a very large value,
Ilf takes the value given in Eq. (7).

From Eq. (19) we can readily compute the distance d in which the
electrons acquire a fraction y of their terminal energy to be

1++d =—log
2Q 1—y

and the average number of collisions made while acquiring this fraction
of the terminal energy is

N = —log
2' 1

4' 1—y'

"Benade and Compton, lac. cit."
(22)
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Similarly, the average time to go a given distance or acquire a given

fraction of the terminal energy may easily be computed from these equa-
tions. It is interesting that the number of collisions made in any given

e8

/P' E=zo

0
0 I

X (cm)
Fig. 2. Energy of electrons as a function of distance from a plane cathode

values of the 6eld I'- and pressure factor a,

CL=4
(„L.=+
CL=20$6
for certain
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Fig. 3. Pressures corresponding to various values of a for vanous gases.

e

d t ce is independent of the strength of held; the distance in which a
6eldfraction q of the terminal energy is acquired is independent of the 6e
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and the number of collisions made while acquiring any fraction of the
terminal energy is independent of both the field strength and the mean
free path.

The terminal speeds are acquired surprisingly quickly in gases at con-
siderable pressure, as illustrated in Table II.

TABLE II
Distance in 7/Ifhich fraction rp of terminal energy is acggired (O'C}

10

0.99

0.1
0.9

0.1
0.9

Helium
d (cm}

0.00064
0.00131
0.00356
0.00953
0.01710

0.049
0.724

Nitrogen
d (cm}

0, 00057
0.00115
0.00313
0.00840
0.01507

0.043
0, 638

0.43
6.38

Mercury
d (cm}

0.00047
0.00096
0.00262
0.00708
0.01260

0.036

0.360
5.33

(b) Coaxial cylindrical electrodes. This case is of particular interest
because it corresponds to the common arrangement of a hot wire fila-
ment source of electrons situated at the axis of a surrounding cylindrical
anode,

The rate of gain of energy by an electron at any point between the
electrodea la given by Eq. (11),with

E=2o/r and 2a = (U, —U,)/log (r,/'r, ), (23)
where V„V, and r„, r, are the potentials and radii of the anode and
ca.thode, respectively. Introducing a from Eq. (17), we have

d U 2o a'0 Ur —u' U'r
+ (24)

df 20

I have been unable to 6nd a solution
of this equation, but have evaluated
the integral by a laborious step-by-
step process, as follows.

If r~ and r2 are very nearly equal,
we may consider the 6eld in the
interval r2 —rI, to be constant and
given by E=&(Z,E,) and calculated
from Eqs. (23) in terms of the applied
potential difference and the dimen-
sions of the electrodes. We may
then use FIg. 4



d U/dy = (E'+a'0U a'—U') IE
and irltegrate to find the increase in U through this range from r&. to r2

Ug r~

dU dr

E'+0,'0 U —c' U'-

~ ~I have solved the special case where the term in 0 is negligible, as is the
case when electron energies are larger than about 0.05 of the minimum

ionizing energy of any gas. %e then 6nd the mean energy U& at the end

of the interval in terms of the energy U& at the beginning of the interval
to be

E(E+aU, )e "'"' "'—(E—aU&)
(25)

a(E+aU, )r""' "'+(E+aU1)
be carried out over each of the small intervals into whichThis process may e carr'

~~O-O, ,P

I

o- ~~~~ ========= 4&Iiil Y(iTe cat.k(ice&"Mw
GH

$0 %t

P. cia r'

& Ii/r", ~~
I ///'

,"/
//

I

l6

20

l2

~10

8

= f00
.9.S .6 .7 .80 .| .~ . ~ (cm)

Fig. 5. Energy of electrons at vanous points etw y
'

b een c lindrical electrodes.

the space between the electrodes is subdivided, and the energy at every

Examples of the way in which electrons gain energy between cylindrical

electroaes in gases are giv1 d
'

re given in Fig. 5. The gas pressure for any type of

gasas corresponding to each value of c maya be found in Fig. 3. The
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curves are drawn for cases of 4, 10 and 20 mil wires (r, =0.005, 0.0125,
0.0250 cm, respectively) with an anode of1cm radius and an applied
potential difference U, —U, =20.66 volts. The same curves may be
made to apply to other cases by altering the units according to the rela-

tions shown in Eq. (23).
It is seen that even at quite moderate gas pressures, as low as 1 mm,

the aggregate loss of energy at impacts is quite large and the electrons
fail to acquire the energy corresponding to the applied potential diRer-
ence. At the higher pressures the electrons acquire their greatest energy
quite close to the filament, and lose energy as they proceed toward the
anode into the regions of less electric intensity. The maximum value of
U for each curve is that which is equal to the terminal speed for the
electric intensity at that particular point, as given by U=E/a, by Eq.
(14). To the left of this maximum the electrons have less energy than
the terminal value corresponding to their location, while to the right
they have greater energy than the corresponding terminal value. This
is illustrated by the curve of theoretical terminal energy drawn for one
particular case (a=4).

These facts have a bearing on the design of ionization tubes for work
at low voltages. For instance, the theory of cumulative ionization"
indicates that the eRect of imprisoned resonance radiation in promoting
ionization should increase with increase of gas pressure and thus an
increase of gas pressure should facilitate the striking of a low voltage
arc. This is true up to about smm(depending on the electrodedistance),
but above this pressure the arc strikes with increasing difFiculty and
higher voltage is required. This is to be expected in view of the large
energy loss by impacts at the higher pressures.

Since, at these gas pressures, the electrons have approximately a Max-
well's distribution of speeds, some may ionize even though the mean
energy is below the minimum ionizing energy. The greater part of the
ionization will occur in the region of the maximum value of U.

The above considerations still hold in principle, but the equations and
numerical values must be altered, if the electron current density is so
great as to appreciably alter the potential distribution between the
electrodes. In the case of a large current from a filament, for instance,
the negative space charge shifts the regions of large electric intensity
toward the anode, so that curves like those in Fig. 5 would reach a lower
maximum value of V and this maximum would be shifted toward the
anode. The correct curves giving the mean energy at every point

1 Compton, Phys. Rev. 20' 283 1922 Phil, MRg 45~ 1923



could be obtained by the method of Eq. {25) if the actual distribution
of potential between the electrodes were known.

EI.HnRoN Moan, nrEs rx GxsEs

The electron mobility in electric fields is given by Eq. {2) provided
the mean speed v is so small that there are no appreciable number of
ionizing or otherwise inelastic impacts. {According to Pidducks the
numerical factor may be as large as 0.84.) Substitution for the average

speed from Fq. {13}gives, for the mobility,

0.815et
(26)

Qm[a T+ (aoTo+PMEoeo/1 134m)']

If the speed due to the field is negligible compared with that due to ther-
mal agitation, this equation reduces to the familiar mobility equations'

go=0 815 el/V(2maT) =0 815 el/meo=0 l5 el/moo (27)
If, on the other hand, the ratio E/p is so large that the speed of thermal

agitation is negligible compared with that due to the field,

]MI=0 842 =0.707
g$a/f

(28)
EQ(Mm) Em

When E/p is small, the mobility is therefore independent of the field;
when E/p is large, the mobility decreases as the field increases. The
mobility is evidently greater the less elastic are the collisions, as is shown

by the presence of the quantity f in the numers. tor of Eq (28). . In terms
of f, the complete mobility Eq. (26) takes the form

0.815 e3

Qm[aT+ (a'T'+1 76 PE'eo/f)O]'.

The so-called "mobility constant" E, is defined as the mobility of

electrons in the gas at 760 mm pressure and O'C, and is given by
X= (p/760) (273/T) p . (30)

Loeb" was the first to derive a mobility equation in which the effect

of both thermal agitation and the electric field were considered in es-

timating the mean velocity of drift to be substituted in Eq. {2}. His

equation, when expressed in the symbols of the present paper, is

0.815 el {31)
gm[2a T+0.575 IEe/Qf]'

The difference between Loch's equation and Eq. (29) may be seen most

easily by putting aT=eQ and lEe/1 506+f =eW, .where eQ is the energy

of thermal agitation and e TV is the energy which the electrons would have

'8 Townsend, Phil. Mag. 40, 505, 1920
'4 Loch, Phys. Rev. 19, 24, 1922
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(33)

SPECIAL CASE OF COMPLETELY INELASTIC IMPACTS

This case cannot be considered as a special case of elastic impacts,
using Eq. (31) with f= 1, since that equation was derived on the assump-

"Benade and Compton, loc. cit.""It should be noted that we have used the symbols W and 0 as energies, whereas
Pidduck and Townsend use them as speeds, so that they appear squared in their equation
corresponding to (34),

acquired from the field had the thermal energy of the molecules not been
contributed. In this notation Eqs. (29) and (31) take the forms

0.815 e3
(29a)

Q(2me) [-',Q+ (Q'/4+ W')']*

0.815 el
(31a)

+(2me) [Q+0.433 W]'

The presence of the factor 0.433 in Loch's equation is due (1) to his

use of a value of the terminal energy which I derived in an earlier paper"
and which is less accurate than the value used in the present paper and

(2) to his use of this energy as a maximum rather than a mean value,

thereby erroneously dividing it by 2.
Apart from this numerical inaccuracy, which is accidental, the two

expressions differ in form. Loeb takes the resultant terminal energy of
electrons to be the sum of the energies which would be due to thermal

agitation and to the field if each agency contributed additively. Thus
his term in brackets, after correcting the numerical error, is U'=0+ W'

whereas the correct value is

LT = -', Q+ (Q'/4+ W')' (32)
If we put k equal to the ratio of the actual energy U to the energy of
thermal agitation Q, we have from (32)

U= kQ, W/Q = Q[k(k —1)],
whereas on Loch's assumption we would have

U' =k'Q, W/Q =k' —1, (34)
which is the same as an equation derived as an approximation by Pid-
duck and frequently used by Townsend. "

It is found that the equations of Loeb and Pidduck are correct at
both extremes, when k = 1 and when k = ~, but that there is a small error
at intermediate values, reaching its maximum at k=4/3, when W=
(2/3)Q. Here k' is 25 per cent larger than the true value k, and the
mobility p' calculated by Loeb's corrected equation is about 10 per cent
less than the theoretical value p. It is likely that some of the conclu-
sions regarding small departures from perfect elasticity of electron
impacts in gases, which Townsend has based on Eq. (34), should be
reconsidered in the light of Eq. (33).
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tion that the speed gained between impacts is small compared with the
mean speed. In the case of perfectly inelastic impacts we assume that
the electron starts from rest after each encounter. The mean speed of
advance is easily found as follows.

Consider the N electrons which cross the plane x=o in any long
interval of time. Xdx/l of these collided previously in the layer between

x and x+dx. Of these, the fraction e */' has arrived at the plane with-

out making an intervening collision. Thus (X/l)r"~'dx electrons arrive

directly from distances between x and x+dx. Their kinetic energy is
—',trav' =Rex, whence x = nw'/'2Ee and dx = (mv/Ee)dv. Substituting

above, we have
P(v)dv = (mv/lge)e ~ '& s'~dv (~~)

as the fraction which arrives with speeds between v and v+dv. The
average speed is

0

The mobility is p = v/E, or

v F(v) dv=
2 1n

vr le

2 mE

(36)

(»)

It is readily seen that the mobility in these circumstances is consider-

ably greater than it would be if the impacts were elastic. Probably

impacts in all gases are elastic below critical velocities characteristic of
each gas. These critical velocities are known to be much higher than

the mean thermal velocity in most cases, although there are probably
some gases in which electron impacts are inelastic at speeds below ordi-

nary speeds of thermal agitation.
A test and discussion of these mobility equations will be presented

shortly in another paper.
PAI-MER. PHYSICAL LABORATORY)

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY,
May 1, 1923.


